Recruitment Solutions: Acoustics | Noise | Vibration
Since 2004, MSA has provided a bespoke recruitment service to clients and candidates working in Acoustics, Noise and Vibration. As
a niche recruiter in this sector, we have developed a comprehensive understanding of the industry enabling us to provide candidates
with a wealth of information and a consultative approach to securing your next career move. We are currently recruiting for the
positions listed below – and for a comprehensive list of our current vacancies, please visit:

www.msacareers.co.uk/vacancies/acoustics-noise-vibration
Principal / Associate Director | Wilmslow, Cheshire | £45,000 to £60,000 + Bonus scheme + Benefits
Our client is a well-established independent specialist Acoustic consultancy, with a solid reputation and growing client base.
They are seeking to recruit a talented Acoustic Consultant with experience across both Building Acoustics, and
Environmental Noise & Vibration a reliable Acoustician to join them in their offices in Cheshire. The workload is varied and
provides a good mix of commercial & residential developments, mixed-use schemes - with some industrial and mechanical
noise elements all involved. We are seeking a candidate who can manage projects and fulfil client expectations from initial
enquiry to final handover. Experience of modelling using CadnaA, writing Environmental Noise chapters to support EIAs and
providing Expert Witness testimony is required.

Junior / Graduate Acoustic Consultant | Cambridge or Milton Keynes | up to £28,000
As an independent Acoustic Consulting firm established for almost 20 years, my client has gained an enviable reputation in
the market and punch well above their weight to work on a range of prestigious projects in London and across the UK. The
workload is interesting and varied with good of Architectural & Building Acoustic design, and Environmental Noise &
Vibration assessments. They have an opening for a bright and ambitious Acoustician. Candidates will be expected to have a
valid UK driving license, a Bachelor degree in Acoustics or closely related subject, or the IOA postgraduate Diploma and be
able to demonstrate excellent communication skills. Experience in using INSUL and/or CadnaA modelling software would be
useful. Although experience would be helpful, excellent Graduates will be considered.
Acoustic Engineer | Berkshire| £22,000 to £30,000
Degree qualified Acoustic Engineer sought to work within small agile Acoustic consultancy divison of this provider of
environmental building products. Salary will be commensurable with experience, but as a minimum candidates will be
degree qualified and possess the IOA Diploma – with ideally some experience of noise & vibration testing / assessment.
Experience within the field of Building Acoustics is preferred, as is practical knowledge of CADNA & CATT software.
Acoustic Consultant | Royal Tunbridge Wells | up to £32,000
This is a terrific opportunity to work in a beautiful location assisting the Principal Acoustician on a range of acoustics projects
across Buildings, Planning and Environmental Noise Assessment. Supported by a network of experienced Acousticians and
surveyors across the UK, your role will be predominantly office based to assist the Principal Acoustician in successfully
delivering projects to a range of clients. They are ideally seeking a candidate with 2 to 4 years’ experience in consultancy,
who possesses good modelling skills (preferably with CADNA) and solid report writing abilities.
Senior Environmental Noise Consultant (Team Leader) | Birmingham | £40,000 + Benefits package
Our client is an independent environmental and planning consultancy with offices based at various locations around Central
England. They are expanding their Noise services and a result are seeking to recruit a consultant with a minimum of 4 or
more years’ experience in environmental noise assessment within consultancy. Your role will be act as Lead Acoustic
consultant in Birmingham, with a view to growing a team in that office. You will be supported by Noise specialists in other
regional offices, as well as the Director of the Birmingham branch. Candidates will be familiar with working on a range of
residential / transportation developments and be conversant with BS4142 / BS8233.
Environmental Noise Specialist (Graduate to Consultant) | Warwickshire | up to £34,000 + Benefits
This is an outstanding opportunity to work within the Noise & Vibration team of a leading multi-disciplinary Environmental
consultancy. They are seeking a candidate with around 2+ years’ experience in Acoustic consultancy - with experience of
working on highways schemes, construction projects and across industry/manufacturing. Candidates will ideally be at least
Associate Members of the Institute of Acoustics (AMIOA), hold an Acoustics related degree (and/or IOA Diploma) and
possess a full UK driving licence. A competitive salary will be accompanied by an excellent benefits package, along with CPD
support and great prospects to progress in a growing team. A Graduate with a strong academic record will be considered.
To apply for these positions please e-mail your CV in complete confidence to: info@msacareers.co.uk

or call Jim to discuss 0121 421 2975
MSA Limited is acting as an employment agency on behalf of our clients

